
ENERGY SAVINGS

Up to 15 times faster.  Accelerated high speed impinged hot 
air, convection heat and microwave energy combine to cook 
foods up to fifteen times faster than conventional methods.

Ventless cooking. Merrychef® 402s ovens offer ventless 
cooking capabilities as standard through built in catalytic 
converters with full protein capabilities.

Uses metal cookware: Merrychef® technology allows use 
of metal cookware in this oven even when microwaves are 
used.

Save Money and time by using your existing cookware.

Touch panel Controls: Easy to use control panel to access 
your menu quickly and efficiently. Makes training staff a five 
minute session.

Compact: Countertop size allows you to locate the oven 
virtually anywhere you want, add in the ventless capabilities 
a fridge and a freezer and you have an instant food 
operation.

Why Work with Merrychef® USA?
► End user focused – Dedicated expertise in foodservice.

► Dedication to understanding our customer businesses.

► Portfolio of products to suit your needs.

► History – over 50 years of experience of selling ACT systems to the 
food industry.

►
Merrychef® products are “ Money making machines “ Beat the 
competition by introducing new quality food items to your menu, 
cooked up to 15 x faster.

Testing has demonstrated that Merrychef® ovens 
consume less energy overall than competitor’s ovens. 

In a typical day of use at a commercial facility, an oven would 
preheat once per day, idle for several hours throughout 
the day and use multiple cook cycles. You can estimate the 
average daily energy usage by multiplying the energy from 
each test by an appropriate factor related to the time spent 
per day operating in that mode. Each of our tests required 
approximately one hour so the factor represents the total 
hours each day in that energy use mode.  The table shows 
the typical daily energy use for both ovens.  The lower overall 
energy consumption of the Merrychef® oven would result in 
lower operating costs.

Test results provided by Advanced Energy, a non-profit corporation based in Raleigh, 
N.C., that focuses on industrial process technologies and applied building science. 

Advanced Energy regularly test food service equipment, industrial electrotechnolgies, 
and electric motors and drives. Their mission is to create economic, environmental and 

societal benefits through innovative and market-based approaches to energy issues.  
Visit their website at www.advancedenergy.org.

402s Series Oven

Merrychef® Competitor

Daily Factor
Merrychef® 

(kW/h)
Competitor 

(kW/h)

Preheat 1 .78 0.68

Idle 9 9.56 15.23

Cooking 6 12.71 14.12

Daily Total kW/h - 23.05 30.02

Daily Energy Savings 6.97 --


